
Mark schemes

(a)     sodium loses (electron)

sharing / covalent / metallic = max 2
1

chlorine gains (electron)
1

1 or an (electron)
1

1

(b)     (i)      Have no overall electric charge
1

(ii)     Should iodine be added to salt?
1

reason
any one from:
•        cannot be done by experiment

accept difficult to get / not enough evidence
•        based on opinion / view

allow must be done by survey
•        ethical or economic issue.

1

(c)     (i)      nitric (acid)
1

(ii)     an alkali
1

(iii)    indicator

accept any named acid base indicator
1

(d)     (i)      Crystallisation
1

(ii)     fertiliser

allow to help crops grow
1

(iii)    any one from:
•        pressure

allow concentration
•        temperature

ignore heat
•        catalyst.

1
[12]
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(a)     giant structure / lattice / layers / close packed

first 3 marks can be obtained from a suitably labelled diagram

incorrect structure or bonding or particle = max 3
1

made up of atoms / positive ions
1

with delocalized / free electrons
1

so electrons can move / flow through the metal

accept so electrons can carry charge through the metal

accept so electrons can form a current
1

2

(b)     an alloy (is a metal which) has different types / sizes of atoms

accept converse for pure metal throughout

both marks can be obtained from suitable diagrams

allow made of different metals

allow mixture of metals / atoms / elements

ignore particles

ignore properties

do not accept compound
1

alloy has distorted layers

allow layers are unable to slide
1
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(c)     (i)      can return to its original shape

accept shape memory alloy

accept smart alloy

ignore other properties
1

(ii)     (pure copper is too) soft

accept converse

accept malleable or bends

accept copper is running out

ignore references to strength and weakness
1

(iii)    aluminium oxide

accept alumina

accept Al2O3

ignore bauxite / aluminium ore
1

(iv)    any one from:
•        different conditions
•        different catalyst
•        different pressure

allow different concentration
•        different temperature.

do not accept different monomers
1

(d)     any two from:
•        accurate
•        sensitive
•        rapid
•        small sample.

both needed for 1 mark
1

[11]

(a)     (i)      Solids
1

(ii)     Chlorine
1

(iii)    kill microbes / bacteria

allow to make the water safe to drink

ignore disinfect

ignore remove / get rid of microbes
1

3
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(b)     energy

allow heat
1

(c)     improve dental health

allow reduce tooth decay

allow (local) government requirement

allow help teeth
1

[5]

(a)     natural gas

allow correct answer shown in box if answer line blank
1

(b)     (i)      450

allow correct answer shown in box if answer line blank
1

(ii)     iron

allow correct answer shown in box if answer line blank
1

(iii)    The catalyst lowers the activation energy.
1

4

(c)     (the gases are) cooled
1

ammonia condenses

allow ammonia liquefies
1

nitrogen and hydrogen are recycled

if no other mark awarded allow ammonia is separated for 1 mark
1

[7]

(a)     (i)      nothing can enter and nothing can leave the reaction

allow sealed reaction vessel
1

5

(ii)     forward and backward reactions have same rate
1

so there is no (overall) change in quantities of reactants and products

allow concentrations of reactants and products
1

(b)     (i)      natural gas

allow methane / CH4

allow fossil fuels / hydrocarbons

allow water
1
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(ii)     provides an alternative reaction pathway
1

which has a lower activation energy

ignore references to collisions
1

(iii)    the amount (of ammonia) increases

allow yield increases
1

the equilibrium moves to the side (of the equation) with fewer (gaseous)
molecules / moles

allow it favours the forward reaction
1

(c)     (i)      vertical arrow from reactants to maximum
1

(ii)     (energy of) products higher than (energy of) reactants

allow converse
1

(iii)    amount of hydrogen iodide decreases
1

equilibrium moves in the direction of the endothermic reaction

allow it favours the forward reaction
1

[12]

(a)     (i)      Solids
16

(ii)     Chlorine
1

(iii)     improves dental health or reduces tooth decay
1

(b)     put a sample of the filtered water in an evaporating basin or leave to evaporate

accept any description of evaporation (using a Bunsen or leaving on
the windowsill)

1

there will be crystals of salt left
1

(c)     sodium and / or chloride ions are bigger than water (molecules) or ions are charged
or molecules are not charged

do not accept sodium chloride molecules as ions is given in the
question

1
[6]
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(a)     (i)      brown
17

(ii)     oxygen + iron + water       hydrated iron oxide / rust

allow correct symbol equation

ignore oxidation numbers for product
1

(b)     (i)      32.3
1

(ii)     7.6

ecf from (b)(i)
1

(iii)    do not know start volume of air
1

because the burette not graduated to the end

allow iron wool takes up some of the space

if no other marks awarded accept all iron may have rusted (1) or
still some oxygen left / not all used up (1)

1

(c)     (i)      gains oxygen and water or oxygen and water are added

allow reacts with or gains oxygen

allow reacts with or gains water

allow reacts with or gains elements which add to mass

ignore iron oxide forms
1

(ii)     as temperature increases (from 10 °C to 42 °C or to 50 °C) the increase in
mass of nail increases

accept positive correlation

accept mass increases
1

rate of increase gets faster as temperature goes up

accept exponential
ignore non linear

1

no further increase at temperatures over 42 °C

accept no further increase at high temperatures

exponential increase scores 2 marks
1

(iii)    use a (bigger) flask or let air into the tube or leave for less time or

ignore more water
1
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to make sure sufficient oxygen / air or not all oxygen used up

accept converse

if no other marks awarded allow change in surface area for rusting
or change in number of nails for 1 mark

1
[12]

(a)     pure copper is twice as good a conductor as 99% pure copper

accept reverse argument

accept answers quoting 2 correct values from the graph scores 2

qualitative answer (e.g. pure copper is a better conductor than
impure copper) scores 1

or

answers quoting a conductivity value from the graph scores 1
2

8
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(b)     Marks awarded for this answer will be determined by the Quality of Communication
(QC) as well as the standard of the scientific response.

0 marks
No relevant content

Level 1 (1–2 marks)
Simple list of a limited number of points given, with no linking between ideas

Level 2 (3–4 marks)
A broader set of points made. There will probably not be links between ideas

Level 3 (5–6 marks)
Answer includes linking between ideas, showing the consequence of either not
recycling or the advantage of recycling. Answers such as less fossil fuel needed so
less carbon dioxide produced or less carbon dioxide produced so less global
warming

examples of the points made in the response

resources
(recycling) conserves supplies of ores
copper available for longer

as (at present rate of use) copper ores will run out in about 35 years
(recycling) conserves supplies of fossil fuels or energy
less fuel used at a lower cost

land pollution
mining scars landscape or produces noise pollution
mining destroys wildlife habitats
(recycling) less need to mine ores / fossil fuels

so less habitat destroyed or less scarring of landscape
(recycling) less need to use landfill for waste

atmospheric pollution
burning fossil fuels produces carbon dioxide / greenhouse gas

which (may) cause global warming or climate change
extraction produces sulfur dioxide

which causes acid rain
which can kill trees / fish

6

(c)     grow plants

accept plants absorb copper (through roots)
1

then plants are burned
1

ash (from burning) contains copper compounds
1

[11]

(a)     (i)      economical
19
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(ii)     phytomining
1

(iii)    carbon dioxide
1

(b)     (i)      copper / Cu
1

iron sulfate / FeSO4

1

(ii)     copper / ions have a positive charge

it = copper ions

allow copper ions have a different charge

accept copper / ions are free to move

accept to gain electrons

accept copper / ions are attracted to the negative electrode or
opposite charges attract

1

(c)     any two from:

ignore not biodegradable or does not decay

•        copper ores are limited / running out

allow copper is running out
•        copper can be recycled
•        copper can be reused
•        copper is expensive
•        landfill sites are filling up
•        copper compounds are toxic

allow copper is toxic
2

[8]

(a)     (i)      phytomining
110

(ii)     (the land contains) very little copper

allow low grade ore or large amounts of waste

ignore quarrying / benefits of using plants

1

uneconomical

accept (smelting) uses a lot of energy / fossil fuels

allow expensive
1

(iii)    Cu
1
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2 CuO + C  ➔  2 Cu + CO2

allow 2 CuO + C  ➔  Cu2 + CO2 for 1 mark
1

(b)     (i)      iron is more reactive (than copper)
1

iron is cheap(er than copper)

allow cheaper or uses less energy than electrolysis
1

(ii)     any two from:
•        copper / ions move or are attracted to the negative electrode / cathode
•        where they are reduced or gain (two) electrons
•         where they form copper (metal / atoms)

2
[9]

(a)     alloy
1

(b)     in mixture:

different sized / bigger atoms
1

so there are no layers / rows / lines (to slide)

accept converse
1

(c)     any two from:

ignore references to bend and mould

•        cost
•        toxicity
•        strength
•         appearance of brace
•         unreactive or resistant to corrosion / saliva

allow rusting as alternative to corrosion
2

(d)     crosslinks

allow lines / bonds between the rows / chains
1

[6]

11
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